The Spine: ASPECTS and OCTAVES

The vertebrae in the spine are in the same order as the circuits in the eye. The brain C is at the top (C1) and the small intestine O is at the bottom (L5). The order in which the vertebrae are vibrated by the PULSE is indicated along the spines shown below. Using the same sequence as that for the eye, starting with day 1, C the brain, and O, the small intestine, the top and bottom vertebrae are vibrated in the morning and the afternoon respectively. On day 2, U and H in the upper half of the spine are active. On day 3, B and A in the lower spine. On day 4, T and I in the upper spine. The PULSE tunes 2 vertebrae each day and switches from the lower to the upper spine every alternate day. This happens in an ascending order. The exceptions are on the days when the C and O circuits start a new cycle and on day 13 in the middle of the cycle when Q and U in the middle of the spine are active.

ASPECTS

The Spine operates on an AC bioelectricity that combines those of the other 3 centers. This allows our experiences to almost instantly be sensed by the brain.

Each vertebra relates to an ASPECT of our consciousness.

If a vertebra is negatively charged or insensitive then on the day it is activated by the PULSE there will be a negative experience of this aspect. These positive and negative aspects are shown below.

3 OCTAVES

The spine is divided into 3 octaves. The 8th vertebra (E Tongue), the 16th (I Penis/Vagina) and the 24th (C Brain), connect the 7 below them in three compartments of electrical data processing. The bottom 7 are connected to the 7 bodies dealing with strength/motivation. The middle section concerns the 7 chakras and deals with magnetic emotion/relati.